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New Season Preview - 2011/2012
A Whole Slate of New Fishing Adventures Joins Our Schedule of Polished Favorites.

The Igapo Açu - We return
to the Amazon’s most productive, protected peacock bass
fishery with the Amazon’s
most polished fishing machine, the Blackwater Explorer Yacht. 2 weeks only!

World Record Peacocks - We
fish new, untouched waters in
the Amazon’s most remote region. Too far away for routine
access, this exclusive Indian
reservation could hold the next
world record peacock bass.

Fanged River Monsters - Like
the proverbial Phoenix rising
from the ashes, the world’s
most productive payara fishery,
the incomparable Uraima Falls
has returned. And we’ve reserved 3 exclusive weeks there.

Incredible Variety - We
return to the Rio Travessão
with new territory to explore.
This haven for river giants
holds monster catfish, fierce
payara, acrobatic bicuda and
tough fast-water peacocks.

The Awesome Igapo Açu At a Discount!
-

…. Summer Notes ....
z Fishing Seminars - Need an engaging topic for
your fishing club’s next meeting or an attraction
for your tackle shop? Take advantage of our offseason availability and talk to us about an Amazon
fishing seminar. We guarantee you’ll learn a lot
and enjoy the presentation too.
z Website Updates - Our website update
project continues. If you haven’t seen it yet, check
out the new Amazon Arts section in our evergrowing website. We’ve also recently added a
brand new “Interactive Video Theater” and updated our Blackwater Explorer and Amazon Fringe
Expeditions sections. Besides being the definitive
information center for Amazon fishes and sportfishing, we’re striving to make accessing this
goldmine of information even broader in scope.
WANTED - Your participation in our newsletter,
“Fishing News”. We’re looking for interesting
articles, fishing tips, photos and letters that you’d
like to submit. Help us make our newsletter more
varied and relevant to the traveling angler.
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The Igapo Açu is one of the Amazon’s fabled season were incredible and we’ve been itching to
fisheries. Like the now closed Rio Unini, this
get back ever since. During a four week sojourn in
protected fishery provides a
2008, our anglers caught an
unique mix of great producamazing total of 11,599 peativity with trophy size.
cock bass, including 175 troSometimes closed, somephies up to 22 pounds! That
times open, the fishery often
translates into an arm-weary
goes years without an angler
average of 252 fish per angler
entering. That’s where it
per week! Check out the acstands today, untouched
tual numbers in our reprinted
since 2008 and full of fish
fishing report from that anwaiting for their first lesson
gler’s dream visit, below.
on lure smashing. And
Now we’re going back.
we’re ready to teach them.
For two weeks only, the
After a long absence,
Blackwater Explorer yacht
Acute Angling has obtained
will take our fishing boats to
entry for a two-week period
explore these fresh unfished
during the fishery’s optimal season, late Septemwaters. It’s hard to know if we’ll have this access
ber 2011. To maximize this opportunity in the
again any time soon, so take advantage of this
Amazon’s most productive protected fishery,
opportunity to join us on our long awaited return to
we’ve decided to
the Igapo Acu, Sept. 21st
The incredible results of our last visit in 2008
probe it with the
and 29th, 2011. Since our
Gp. 1 Gp. 2 Gp. 3 Gp. 4 Totals access will be via Cessna
Amazon’s most pol- Statistics
ished fishing operaCaravan, we are limiting
Total Peacocks
2349
3794
2886 2570 11599
tion, our own Blackthese groups to 9 anglers
Biggest Fish
17 lb. 17 lb. 18 lb. 22 lb. 22 lb. each. That means you’ll
water Explorer
yacht. With its laTrophies/group
21
41
34
79
175 have a private cabin, norgoon studded rivers
mally a $600 extra, at no
Anglers/group
8
14
13
11
46 charge. To add to this
and the enormous
Lago Tacuia, our
Avg. # /angler
294
271
222
234
252 great value, this premium
highly mobile mothfishery, normally costing
Ig. Acu Ig. Acu Ig. Acu Ig. Acu Sum.
River System
ership will allow us
$4850 is offered at our
to reach its myriad varied habitats.
low, standard pricing of $4250.
Our last visit was in 2008, since then the res- Fish one of the Amazon’s fabled
Only 8
spaces
ervation has remained unfished. Our results that
fisheries and save $1200 to boot!
left!
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Rio Tucano Giant Peacock Exploratory
Amazon Fringe Expeditions is a unique Amazon outfitter with a
Last fall, after six years of discussion, Acute Angling finally
broad and ambitious mission, dedicated to exploring the “edge” of
obtained the exploratory rights to a long closed Indian reservation in
the angling envelope; finding pristine new fisheries; introducing
the far northwest of the Rio Negro basin. We spent 3 weeks probing
anglers to fantastic Amazon species; prejust the fringe of this great fishery and ended
Floating bungalow safari - fall 2011
serving the Amazon aquatic ecosystems;
up with personal best peacocks across the
Host
Availability board. We quickly learned that this river
broadening the scientific knowledge
# Depart Manaus Returns
needed to protect this precious resource;
system unequivocally holds enormous fish
E1
Sept. 22, 2011
Sept. 29 Wellington
- Full educating the local populace in the value
with true world-record potential.
- Full of sustainable harvest and integrating them E2 Sept. 29th, 2011 Oct. 6th Paul Reiss
Now we’re going back and you’re ininto the opportunities provided by sportvited.
We’ve recalibrated our logistics to
E3 Oct. 6th, 2011 Oct. 13th Paul Reiss - 2 openings
fishing operations.
directly access these hidden waters with a
- Full For over a decade, Acute Angling has E4 Oct 13th, 2011 Oct. 20th Paul Reiss
state-of-the-art Cessna Caravan floatplane,
worked together with Amazon Fringe to
allowing us to expand the region we’ll exE5 Oct. 20th, 2011 Oct. 27th Wellington
- Full explore these new areas and to implement
plore and widening our window of time.
E6 Oct. 27th, 2011 Nov. 3rd Wellington - 4 openings
these unique operational concepts, enaWe’re going to be fully equipped with a
bling international sportfishermen to safely E7 Nov. 3rd, 2011 Nov. 10 Wellington - 2 openings comfortable air-conditioned floating bungaand comfortably
low operation
experience the
accommodating 8
Amazon’s most
adventurous ansecluded and prisglers. But there’ll
tine waters. We’ve roamed far and wide,
be no roughing it here. The floating camp
always specializing in the unique, the
will transport us into the heart of the reserhidden and the inaccessible. Along the
vation, so that each day we can head off in
way, we’ve broken nine IGFA world
our fishing boats to explore the pristine
records. Now, we offer anglers the opwaters, finding new hotspots and perhaps
portunity to fish the virgin waters and
even a new world record.
unpressured giant
Take advantage of this opportunity to
peacock
enjoy pristine fishing waters and join us on
Only 8
bass of the
our Giant Peacock Bass Exploratory this
spaces
Rio Tucano
coming Fall, 2011 (see our remaining
reservation
availability above). We’ll take a maximum
left!
for the very
of eight anglers per week. The trips will be
first time.
hosted by Paul Reiss and Wellington Melo.

NEW! - Monster Peacock Trip

The Payara Capitol of the World

Uraima Falls reopens with a Design-Your-Own Itinerary!
Once the only destination anglers even considered for trophy
payara, Uraima Falls closed more than half a decade ago due to unfortunate circumstances and a destructive fire. Like all payara addicts, we were saddened by this angling loss. With the end of the
protection afforded by its owners and the advent of miners and
poachers, the fishery fell on hard times and was nearly forgotten.
Last fall, out of the blue, Acute Angling received a call from one
of the owners with the welcome news that they
were rebuilding and would we like to check it
out. We visited in February with a group of
anglers and were thrilled to see that not only was
the facility rebuilt, but the fishery had recovered.
Like a phoenix, Uraima Falls has risen again
from its own ashes. Anglers can once again fish
the world’s most productive payara destination.
Located in the mountainous southern region of Estado Bolivar, Venezuela, Uraima Falls
effectively separates the headwaters of the Rio
Paragua from the main body of the river. During
the region's dry season, payara pursue schools of
baitfish up the river and to the Falls. Bait and
predators alike pile up below the Falls in the

spectacular rocky waters. Both conventional tackle and flyfishing opportunities abound for these wildly fighting beasts, with blistering
runs and gill-rattling jumps. This amazing fishery has set more world
records than all other payara fisheries combined. With excellent daily
catch averages (from 10 - 30 big fish per day) Uraima has produced
monsters up to 40 pounds!
Acute Angling has reserved three weeks during the peak of the
payara season at the world's finest payara fishery. We’ve created a unique, modifiable logistic
Robert Charles so angler groups can design their own itinerary.
of Atlanta, Ga. You can choose to arrive comfortably and
with a Uraima
quickly via charter aircraft or select a more reFalls payara.
laxed journey by land and water and save 30%
off the cost of your trip. Join us in this spectacular fishery and set your own trip parameters!
Enjoy the relaxed atmosphere and gorgeous
setting of the newly rebuilt Uraima Falls Lodge
while pursuing world-record class payara. This
beautiful locale is free of biting insects and provides comfortable jungle accommodations. See
page 7 for our schedule and call us at (866 8322987) to design your payara trip itinerary.
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ÌÌ Fishing with the Stars ÌÌ
Acute Angling is going Hollywood; OK, maybe not exactly Hollywood, but we’ll be tiptoeing around the borders of the entertainment
world, nonetheless. The stars from two well-known angling shows
will be fishing and filming with us this upcoming peacock bass season
and you’re invited to join them!
Leo Stakos and Ron James of Fish TV together their film crew
will be headlining our Dec. 9th Blackwater Explorer yacht trip. Leo
and Ron have left the remaining spaces on the week available for their
fans and for Acute Angling clients. You’re invited to spend the week
in the exciting atmosphere generated by a pro fishing show in full
filming operation. Hobnob with the stars, join them on camera and get
featured on their widely acclaimed show. Leo and Ron’s programs are
aired on 7 outdoor networks.
This exciting week also features a special express itinerary (5 full
days of fishing) and a spectacular river cruise on the return to Manaus.
Leo Stakos
of Fish TV

The trip will be hosted by Paul Reiss and is offered at a great bargain
price …. $3750 per angler. Take advantage of this unique opportunity
to combine an awesome fishing trip with unabashed stargazing and a
chance to learn everything you ever wanted to know about the Amazon.
Cyril Chauquet takes the spotlight on the Blackwater Explorer on
the week of January 27th, 2011 with his Discovery Channel feature
show “Fishing Adventurer”. Cyril has also invited our peacock bass
clients to join him in pursuit of exciting peacock bass fishing footage.
Cyril’s shows focus not only on the excitement of extreme, exotic
fishing, but also the natural beauty, cultural diversity and broadening
opportunities associated with international angling travel. Widely followed throughout Canada, the U.S. and Europe, Cyril's unique perspective makes for shows with broad interest and appeal.
Spaces on both of these prime weeks will go fast, so contact us soon.
Enjoy the fishing trip of a lifetime and fish with the stars.
Ron James
of Fish TV

Cyril Chauquet of
Fishing Adventurer

THE NEW GARY LOOMIS PACK RODS
For more than a decade now, Acute Angling has been recommending rods designed by Gary Loomis. In the early 90’s, the GL3 series of
pack rods offered state of the art performance in a three piece package
that easily stowed in a duffel bag. It was a revelation for traveling anglers, but it was also sort of a first draft and quickly exposed fragility
problems. The solution came later in the excellent “Escape” series.
Although a bit heavier in feel, they were amazingly durable, and to
make it even better, they came with a lifetime guarantee. They were an
excellent fishing tool for the serious peacock bass angler. After Gary
Loomis left his eponymous company the quality of the product remained undiminished so we continued to recommend and use these rods
exclusively, but the evolution of the series came to a halt.
Now, the game has changed once again. Gary Loomis has returned
to take his concept to the next level. Lighter in feel, slicker in operation
and, amazingly, half the price, the new Gary Loomis signature series
rods have set a new standard for high-end travel rods. Acute Angling is
now recommending these new rods for all of its travelling anglers.
Outfit yourself with these superior fishing tools at www.tackle-box.net.

The Gary Loomis Story -Almost 30 years ago, Gary Loomis
founded G.Loomis® and quickly attracted the attention and admiration
of the world's most discerning anglers. Throughout the evolution of carbon fiber rod design, Gary distinguished himself as the “Master”. Using
leading edge technology and engineering, he designed tools that have
defined High Performance in rods.
After selling G.Loomis®, in 1997, Gary dedicated his efforts toward
protecting & rehabilitating the fisheries of the Pacific Northwest. His
devotion to the fishery helped establish Fish First (www.fishfirst.org),
where he serves as President, and the Coastal Conservation Association
Pacific Northwest (www.ccapnw.org).
Although, Gary is no longer affiliated with G.Loomis®, his desire to
“build the best rods available” remains. He has agreed to share his unparalleled design skills and understanding of modern technology and
materials with Dallas, TX based Temple Fork Outfitters to develop a
new generation of Affordable High Performance rods. Gary remains
fully committed to increasing participation in sportfishing and protecting
our natural resources for future generations.
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This material comes from the Amazon Exotic
Species Guide on our website. For more pages
like this and for information on other Amazon
exotics, visit www.AcuteAngling.com

Ugly as sin, yet unquestionably one of the
world’s greatest freshwater sportfish !!!
Relatively unknown (due to the limited fisheries where it’s present)
and a stunningly underrated Amazon predator (probably due to its
similarity to the smaller and less athletic traira), trairão are fantastic
fighters. They attack lures both on the surface and beneath with gutwrenching violence and a powerful fight, accentuated by prodigious,
head-shaking leaps. They can reach very large sizes (well over 35
pounds) and will give any angler more than they might expect. Their
mouthful of wicked teeth, large scales and thick body gives them the
look of a crazed sumo wrestler with the agility of an acrobat.

Identification Keys

Hoplius aimara

Heavy bodied, thick fish with caudal peduncle nearly as broad as torso.
Large scales, large, sharp canine teeth and proportionately large eye.

Bars and Markings

Colors

Fins marked with darker bars and
speckles on lighter brown background color. Body relatively uniform and free of any clearly visible
markings, however, lighter colored
specimens show a series of diagonal dark bars on posterior body.

Dark gray to
brown lateral
body, dorsally
slightly
darker. Abdomen
whitish with
darker mottling.

Size
Adults:
up to
about 40
pounds
(1 meter)

Key
Characters
Thick body;
Large, thick tail;
Mouthful of
sharp,
caniform teeth;
large eye;

Similar Species
A recent study of H. aimara and H. macrophthalmus revealed
that both names refer to the same taxon. H. aimara has priority as the earlier name. Another fish, Traira (H. malabaricus)
looks like a smaller version of trairão and is found throughout
South America

Known Range

Behavior Notes

Habitat

Countries: Brazil, Guyana, French Guiana,
Venezuela, Surinam.
River Basins: Amazon, Orinoco drainages,
rivers of Guyana, French Guiana, Surinam.

Primarily piscivorous, opportunistically taking small mammals and
birds. Strikes violently on the surface and is a prodigious leaper.

Common in slack water
near waterfalls and
rapids. Often lie in ambush near rocks.

IGFA
Names
records
English: Giant Trahira,
32 lbs. 15 oz.
Aymara, Wolf-fish
French Guiana,
Brazil: Trairão
2007
Other: Aimara

The trairão is an accommodating critter. In those select rivers where it's present, it inhabits a wide variety of
fishing environments and it responds to a broad array of tackle and techniques, offering a range of angling opportunities as wide as the largemouth bass. Once hooked however, the similarities abruptly end. The trairão is a larger, more powerful fish
with a distinct aerial proclivity. If they weren't so darned ugly, they'd be one of the world's most acclaimed sport fish. Pugnacious to a fault,
they’ll attack almost anything that looks like food, so lure choices are aimed at what’s deliverable into the fish's area of awareness.
They’re brilliant fun on surface lures, particularly walking stick baits equipped with extra sharp and extra strong hooks. In back-waters
off the river or in slow water stretches, they can be found relating to surface or
aquatic structure, such as fallen timber or rocky outcroppings. Probe these waters as The Characins (Order Characiformes) - Together with the
Catfishes (Order Siluriformes), Characins account for almost
you would for peacock bass. Trairão are more ambush feeders (like largemouths)
90% of the fish diversity of the Amazon. And diverse is
than pursuit feeders (like peacock bass), so good casts, tight to structure are more
what they are, both morphologically and ecologically. They
likely to elicit a response. Set the hook firmly and more than once, since they have
range in size from tiny 13mm tetras to 80 lb. tambaqui and
bony, toothy jaws. In spite of their thick, barrel-shaped bodies they are good jumpers meter long payara and trairão. They range in shape from the
roundest fish to the most elongate. They include the curigiving anglers a mix of short powerful runs and impressive acrobatics.
matidae, bottom hugging detritus feeders with no teeth at all
Rocks in quicker water and at the edges of pools hold feeding trairão. Surface
and subsurface lures work well here. These same waters may hold payara, bicuda and and the piranhas, whose teeth we're all well aware of. They
include some of the mildest mannered aquarium favorites to
peacocks in the high gradient rivers that trairão favor, so they'll find you, often besome of the fiercest and most exciting gamefish in the world.
fore the others do. In deeper stretches of rivers, steep banks near confluences may
mark deep holes holding good numbers of especially large specimens. This is cut
Taxonomic
Latin
English
bait fishing, where you can use an Amazon catfish rig and drop it directly under the
Grouping
Descriptor
Translation
boat into the hole. If you find them, there will be many and they will be big. AlAnimalia
animals
though the style changes to still fishing and the thrill of the pursuit changes to wait- Kingdom
Chordata
with spinal cords
ing for a take, the fight remains as good as in other techniques and the size tends to Phylum
Subphylum
Vertebrata
with back bones
be larger. There's plenty of excitement to be had when a 25 lb. trairão comes blasting
jawed vertebrates
up from the bottom and begins leaping scant yards from your boat. During very low Superclass Gnathostoma
Osteichthes
bony fishes
water periods, trairão may stack up in certain creek mouths entering a river. Probably Grade
Class
Actinopterygii
ray-finned fishes
a function of spawning activity, they are violently aggressive in this habitat. Anglers
Teleostei
completed bones
can elicit strikes on every cast once such as spot has been located. Super Spooks with Division
Subdivision Ostarioclupeiomorpha bone-shield-form
2/0 extra-strong VMC hooks make for great sport with these hyper-active beasts.
bone-bladder
However you pursue them, and as ugly as they may seem to be, trairão are actu- Superorder Ostariophysi
Series
Otophysi
ear-bladder
ally especially attractive targets for the Amazon angler.

Fishing Tactics

Order

Characiformes

Characins
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Rio Travessão Variety Trip for 2012
One of the Amazons’ most incredible fisheries, the Rio
Travessão has been something of a mixed blessing for Acute Angling. In terms of the fishing, it’s an absolutely matchless, pristine
paradise. We’ve never found this level of variety and productivity
together anywhere else. In terms of the logistics, it’s been a difficult challenge, with its rapids and road-lessness, but one we’ve
learned to handle over time. But in terms of agreements, deals and
misunderstandings, it’s just been an absolute nightmare. Considering the expense, complexity and logistical aspects of mounting a
safari style camping trip into an area so remote and inaccessible,
everything has to go just perfectly in
order for a trip like this to have
Meeting
even a prayer of being
Malocca
economically
feasible.

took days just to make a point. So, we decided to pile the entire leadership of one community into a Cessna Caravan floatplane and simply bring them to the meeting hall of the other. It wasn’t telepresence, let’s just call it aero-presence. By the time the amazement
of seeing their home from the air wore off, all of the principals realized that this was an opportunity to put their heads together and hash
out an arrangement from which all would benefit. And it worked,
finally. The details make for an interesting story in themselves, but
that will have to wait for another time. For now, we’re celebrating
the advent of a new fishing season, without drama, just great fishing.

For our part, we can just concentrate
Mee
on what we do best, operPar ting
ating one of the
ticip
ants
world’s
most

ial
Aer
w
Vie

Well,
that just
hasn’t

Flying
Tuchawas

always
been the
case.
There
have been
times, in years past, where we’ve found ourselves
with a completely prepared camp, ready to fish and
then suddenly been unable to proceed because a
change in tribal leadership has overruled an agreement made with previous leaders. We’ve suffered the ordeal of
waiting on the sidelines watching our time tick away, while an upand-coming young contender for the chief’s role has challenged the
deal the older chief made. We’ve made arrangements with one
community within the tribe, only to have another village contradict
it. So, for 2012, we’ve decided that we could no longer risk our
operational resources, our client’s expectations or our own sanity
without a firm, ironclad arrangement for our Rio Travessão safari
camp trips. As a result, we’ve changed the way the plans are made
and the deals are done. We’ve made the tribe partners in the reservation’s fishing operation and introduced the novel (in this venue)
concept of written, universally signed and approved contracts. And
we’ve taken the documents, the leaders and the signatories to the
government offices overseeing the tribal lands to record and memorialize the event.
In May of this year, Amazon Fringe Expeditions began what
we hope will be a new era of cooperation and communication in
this remote tribal region. Two Indigenous communities reside
within the Travessão’s most fishable and navigable region. We’ve
brought them together, for the first time, in an agreement establishing a sustainable fishing operation together with Amazon Fringe
Expeditions. It wasn’t easy. First, we tried negotiating with one
village and then carrying the results to the other to have them join
in. It wasn’t working - no fax, no email, no video conferencing - it

Rio Travessão
rapids in flood
season

exciting,
interesting
and satisfy-

ing fishing
trips on the
fantastic
Rio Travessão.
As a result of the successful exploration of a
newly opened section of the Rio Travessão in 2010,
we now have almost doubled the amount of fishing
water available to us on this incredible river. For
2012, we plan to take advantage of this newfound opportunity by
exploring more of this unfished water, finding attractive new campsites and locating our base of operations in the best area for each
segment of the season.
Our safari-style camp has been upgraded as well. Big, roomy
new tents with luggage storage areas and high, stand-up ceilings,
together with new, improved cots and mattresses will make the
camping experience more comfortable. Our brand new, higher
power generator will keep all the lights lit, the fans running and the
beer ice-cold wherever we settle in.
Our hosts, the Travessão’s Indigenous community, will provide guides and staff, many of whom have worked with us before
and have become expert at tending to the fishing desires and daily
comfort needs of our exploratory anglers. They are no longer just
boat pilots, they have become skilled and experienced fishing
guides. Not only is our itinerary solid and dependable, the safaristyle camp pleasant and comfortable, and the food surprisingly
good, but we can now boast a well-trained and responsive staff.
Join us next January and February in this pristine and spectacular environment. With five species of fierce scaled predators and a
host of giant catfish species, the Rio Travessão is surely the fishing
destination of a lifetime.
See our new Rio Travessão Videos - www.AcuteAngling.com
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Amazon Tidbits - News from the RIVER
Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon, is
the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it. This column will appear from time to time in an effort to report actual
news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.
The Park Suites Hotel - In our constant pursuit of program improvement, we are revamping our Manaus operations. Although
we’ve used the Tropical Hotel as our client base for almost two decades, it, (kind of like all of us), is getting a bit long in the tooth. On
top of that, recent rumors that a refurbishment is imminent, have
made us consider an alternative to avoid the disruption that might be
caused by upcoming construction.
After much searching, we’ve selected the Park Suites Hotel, literally 200 yards down the road and in the same property complex as
the Tropical, to serve as our new client base, at least until we can see
the results of the planned refurbishment. The Park Suites is only six
years old and boasts large, well-furnished rooms; frankly, far nicer
than the Tropical. The hotel has a large pool overlooking the Rio
Negro and a full complement of guest services, including a bar, restaurant and 24 hour room service. We think you’ll like the change.
New Transfer Services - To increase our level of service, comfort and customer confidence, Acute Angling has assembled a brand
new team of client transfer personnel. Manaus operations will be

managed and overseen by Daylla Guedes, the English-speaking
daughter of Norberto Guedes, our Blackwater Explorer partner.
Amos, our new transfer agent, together with our new driver, Beria,
will meet, pick-up and transport anglers in a comfortable new van.
We expect the level of comfort, service and safety to be impeccable.
More Website Updates - We continue to improve and broaden
our website. Check out these brand new or newly updated sections;
Peacock Bass Fishing Art - Featuring beautiful works by both
famous and unknown artists representing our favorite Amazon creatures - see: www.acuteangling.com/Art/peacock-bass-art.html
Amazon Fringe Expeditions - Learn about our exploratory operations and the unique Amazon operating company dedicated to the
excitement of discovery—see: www.acuteangling.com/AmazonFringe-Expeditions/Amazon-Expeditions.html
Over the 15 years since its launch in 1995, Acuteangling.com has
accumulated a body of peacock bass fishing knowledge and information that is more accurate and detailed than any other available
source, bar none. Together with our peacock bass blog, our tacklebox.net website and an array of exciting YouTube videos, Acute
Angling’s web presence represents a true encyclopedia of Amazon
fish and fishing knowledge. Fish confidently with the most knowledgeable and most professional operation in the Amazon.

The Blackwater Explorer for 2011 - 12
Fish for the world's most exciting gamefish on the luxurious,
comfortably air-conditioned, "Blackwater Explorer" yacht.

The best fishing value in the Amazon
The Blackwater Explorer’s great mobility allows Acute Angling to access the
most productive, remote Amazon tributaries, with the ability
to change entire river
systems overnight.
We concentrate on
finding the rivers or
regions with optimal
water levels and productivity during each
part of our fishing
season. Our "turn-ona-dime" flexibility
allows us to find great
fishing on every one
of our trips. We boast
extremely high daily
catch averages (from
10 - 50, even 100 or
more peacocks a day) Trophy fish in the teens are routine and monsters over 20 lbs. are taken every week. Great top water action and
superb fly fishing opportunities. Return each evening to the comfort
and security of the Blackwater Explorer.
Built to fish - The Explorer is one of the most attractive yachts
sailing the Amazon basin. Her classic and graceful "Amazonian"
design blends perfectly with the pristine blackwater habitat she calls
home. But more importantly, she's been built to fish. Her broad beam

maximizes her functional interior space while keeping her length
manageably short. This gives her great maneuverability, letting her
safely and easily penetrate into inaccessible, meandering headwaters
streams. The yacht's impressively low draft (only 1.2 meters) allows
her to readily pass shallow sandbars and obstructions that would
keep less efficiently designed boats back in port.
Designed for fishermen - The Explorer was designed for fishermen. Her well-organized debarkation deck lets a full group of anglers get started on their fishing day quickly, without crowding, fuss
or confusion. The deck's waterline exit lets you walk right onto your
fishing boat, with no ladders to climb. We've done our homework to
design the best purpose-built sportfishing vessel in the Amazon.
Luxurious and Comfortable - The Explorer is a fishing mothership
of the highest caliber. Here are just a few of her luxurious features.
• Private bathrooms w/sink, toilet and hot shower in each cabin.
• Roomy cabins with plenty of storage space.
• Two meter high ceilings. Six-plus-footers don’t have to duck.
• Huge (6 and 1/2 x 7 meter) common area. Spacious dining room
and lots of walk-around space.
• Big, wide, non-slip stairwells.
• Cabin doors open directly to outside spaces.
• Shallow draft for improved access - almost 1/2 meter less than
typical Amazon yachts. The Explorer can fish areas others can’t.
The "Blackwater Explorer" operates in the midst of the world's
most remote fisheries - who could expect all this on an Amazon fishing adventure? You should! Spend your day on fast bass boats fishing productive, hidden backwaters, then return each evening to the
comfort and security of the Explorer. Added to this, the high level of
personal service provided by our staff and the
dedicated fishing expertise provide by
Spaces
our guides make the Blackwater Exare fillplorer the ultimate way to access the
ing fast!
incredible Amazon peacock bass.

2011 - 12 Trip Schedules & Prices
brazil Amazon season schedule

*Note - Available
spaces shown as
of July 1, 2011

Rio Tucano - giant peacock exploratory
Floating bungalow trip - fall 2011

Blackwater Explorer - peacock bass trips
Fall 2011 / winter 2012
#

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

1

Sept. 14, 2011

Sept. 21

$4250

- Full -

E1

Sept. 22nd, 2011

Sept. 29th

$5750

- Full -

2

Sept. 21, 2011

Sept. 28

$4250

- 4 openings -

E2

Sept. 29th, 2011

Oct. 6th

$5750

- Full -

3

Sept. 28, 2011

Oct. 5

$4250

- 3 openings -

E3

Oct. 6th, 2011

Oct. 13th

$5750

- 2 openings -

4

Oct. 7, 2011

Oct. 14

$4250

- Full -

E4

Oct 13th, 2011

Oct. 20th

$5750

- Full -

5

Oct. 14, 2011

Oct. 21

$4250

- 3 openings -

E5

Oct. 20th, 2011

Oct. 27th

$5750

- Full -

6

Oct. 21, 2011

Oct. 28

$4250

- 6 openings -

Oct. 27th, 2011

Nov. 3rd

$5750

- 4 openings -

7

Oct. 28, 2011

Nov. 4

$4250

- 10 openings -

Nov. 3rd, 2011

Nov. 10th

$5750

- 2 openings -

8

Nov. 4, 2011

Nov. 11

$4250

- 2 openings -

9

Nov. 11, 2011

Nov. 18

$4250

- Full -

10

Nov. 18, 2011

Nov. 25

$4250

- Full -

11

Nov. 25, 2011

Dec. 2

$4250

- Full -

12

Dec. 2, 2011

Dec. 9

$4250

- Full -

13

Dec. 9, 2011

Dec. 16

$4250

- 9 openings -

14

Dec. 16, 2011

Dec. 30

Closed

Happy Holidays

15

Dec. 30, 2011

Jan. 6, 2012

$4250

- Full -

16

Jan. 6, 2012

Jan. 13

$4250

- Full -

17

Jan. 13, 2012

Jan. 20

$4250

- 12 openings -

#

Departs Caracas

Returns

Price

Availability

18

Jan. 20, 2012

Jan. 27

$4250

- 10 openings -

RM

Feb. 1st, 2012

Feb. 6th

$3995/5495

- open -

19

Jan. 27, 2012

Feb. 3

$4250

- open -

RN

Feb. 6th, 2012

Feb. 11th

$3995/5495

- open -

20

Feb. 3, 2012

Feb. 10

$4250

- 3 openings -

RT

Feb. 11th, 2012

Feb. 16th

$3995/5495

- open -

21

Feb. 10, 2012

Feb. 17

$4250

- 9 openings -

22

Feb. 17, 2012

Feb. 24

$4250

- 10 openings -

23

Feb. 24, 2012

Mar. 2

$4250

- 11 openings -

24

Mar. 2, 2012

Mar. 9

$4250

- open -

25

Mar. 9, 2012

Mar. 16

$4250

- open -

E6

Multi-species variety - Safari Camp - 2012
#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

T1

Jan. 12, 2012

Jan. 19

$4550

- 2 openings -

T2

Jan. 19, 2012

Jan. 26

$4550

- 1 opening -

T3

Jan. 26, 2012

Feb. 2

$4550

- 6 openings -

T4

Feb. 2, 2012

Feb. 9

$4550

- 5 openings -

T5

Feb. 9, 2012

Feb. 16

$4550

- 2 openings -

Uraima falls - Venezuela - 2011

Please Note - Peacock bass fishing is controlled by ambient conditions.
In order to ensure a quality experience and productive fishing for our
clients, projected river and date combinations are always subject to
change due to several factors; access to the fishery named, changing
weather conditions and optimal water levels. If factors prevent the use
of a planned region or fishery on specified dates, an alternative fishery
may be used, or alternative dates and/or rainchecks may be offered.

2011—12 worldwide trip options
RIO PARISMINA LODGE - TARPON AND MORE - 2009/10

Thai / Malaysia snakehead expeditions - 2012
Snakehead, Asian carp, Mekong catfish, jungle perch

#

Fishing Days

Format

Price

Availability

P3

3 days

2 per room

$2100

- year round -

P4

4 days

2 per room

$2550

- year round -

P5

7 days

2 per room

$3850

- year round -

#

Departs Bangkok

Returns

Price

Availability

S1

March, 2012

7 days later

$4550

- open -

S2

April, 2012

7 days later

$4550

- open -

freshwater Golden Dorado - Argentina

freshwater Golden Dorado - Argentina
#

Depart Buenos Aires

Fishing Days

Price

Availability

#

Depart Buenos Aires

Fishing Days

Price

Availability

DZ

La Zona

4 Days

$4250

- open -

DC

Corrientes

3 to 7 Days

Variable

- open -

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!

Toll-free, Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987

Garry Reiss - (866) 431-1668
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